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EU Staff Members Express Fury Over von der Leyen
Stance on Israel-Hamas Conflict
Letter with 842 signatures accuses European Commission of giving ‘a free
hand to the acceleration and the legitimacy of a war crime’ in Gaza
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Staff members of EU institutions have written to European Commission president Ursula von
der  Leyen  expressing  fury  over  her  stance  on  the  Israel-Hamas  conflict,  in  a  letter  that
accumulated  842  signatures.

The letter, which has been seen by The Irish Times, accuses the commission of giving “a
free hand to the acceleration and the legitimacy of a war crime in the Gaza Strip”.

It begins by condemning the Hamas attack on Israel before continuing:

“We equally strongly condemn the disproportionate reaction by the Israeli government
against 2.3 million Palestinian civilians trapped in the Gaza Strip”.

“We  hardly  recognise  the  values  of  the  EU  in  the  seeming  indifference  demonstrated
over the past few days by our Institution toward the ongoing massacre of civilians in the
Gaza Strip,” it continues.

The letter warns that the EU is “losing all credibility and the position as a fair, equitable and
humanist broker” and damaging its international relations as well as risking the safety of EU
staff.

“We  are  saddened  by  the  patent  show  of  double-standards  which  considers  the
blockade (water and fuel) operated by Russia on the Ukrainian people as an act of
terror whilst the identical act by Israel against the Gazan people is completely ignored,”
the letter reads.
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Click here to read the full article on The Irish Times.
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Note to readers: Please click the share button above. Follow us on Instagram and Twitter
and  subscribe  to  our  Telegram Channel.  Feel  free  to  repost  and  share  widely  Global
Research articles.

Naomi O’Leary is Europe Correspondent of The Irish Times.

Featured image: Israeli President Isaac Herzog (C) meets with European Commission President Ursula
von der Leyen (R) and European Parliament President Roberta Metsola (L) in Tel Aviv, Israel on October
13, 2023. [IDF Spokesperson Unit – Anadolu Agency]
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